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Abstract

An elliptic theory is constructed for operators acting in subspaces de�ned via
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Introduction

The present paper is a continuation of 	�� where we studied subspaces de�ned by pseu�
dodi�erential projections and constructed a homotopy invariant functional

d � dEven�Modd� �� Z

�
	




�
�	�

on the class of even subspaces on odd�dimensional manifolds� The functional �	� is a
generalization of the notion of dimension of a �nite�dimensional vector space� In terms
of this functional� we obtained index formulas for general boundary value problems with
boundary conditions ranging in even subspaces and for elliptic operators in such subspaces�

Using Gilkey�s results 
�� we found that �under certain unessential restrictions� the
functional d coincides with the ��invariant of Atiyah�Patodi�Singer for some self�adjoint
elliptic operator A of even order� Let us point out that in this case the ��invariant
is invariant with respect to homotopies of self�adjoint operators modulo integer jumps
related to the spectral �ow �see ����

On the other hand� it can be shown that the ��invariant is also a homotopy invariant
�modulo integer jumps� for the class of odd�order operators on even�dimensionalmanifolds
�see ���� Operators of this kind and their ��invariants found numerous applications in
di�erential geometry and topology of manifolds �e�g�� see �� �� �� �� ����

Thus� there arises a natural question of de�ning the functional d on the subspaces
corresponding to elliptic self�adjoint operators of odd order�

The present paper deals with the construction of the corresponding functional on the
set of �odd� subspaces� i�e�� subspaces corresponding to self�adjoint operators of odd order�






As in 	�� in terms of the functional d we obtain index formulas for general boundary value
problems in odd subspaces� as well as an index formula for elliptic operators acting in
subspaces�

We also prove the equality of the functional d and the ��invariant� This equality� in
particular� proves Gilkey�s conjecture �� that the ��invariant is always a dyadic rational�

The subject of this paper is largely analogous to the subject of our previous paper
	�� However� a number of constructions here are totally di�erent� Because of this we
are rather brief in the part of the paper that parallels 	�� concentrating on the problems
radically di�erent from those considered previously�

Let us brie�y describe the contents of the paper�
In the �rst section the notion of an odd subspace is introduced� Here we also show

the relation of such subspaces to the spectral subspaces of elliptic self�adjoint operators
with odd symbols� It is shown that an arbitrary odd subspace can be transformed into
a spectral subspace of this form� In the second section we de�ne the functional d on
odd subspaces on even�dimensional manifolds� In terms of this functional� in sections
� and � homotopy invariant index formulas are obtained for elliptic operators acting in
the subspaces and for the general boundary value problems� In the fourth section� the
equality of the functional d and the ��invariant of Atiyah�Patodi�Singer is established� In
the next section� an example is considered in which both sides of the index formula for
an operator in subspaces are computed independently and their equality is veri�ed� At
the end of the paper we place a short appendix explaining the notion of relative index of
projections and of subspaces de�ned by projections�
Preliminary publications� The results of the paper were reported at the international
conference �Operator algebras and asymptotics on manifolds with singularities�� Warsaw�
Poland 	��� The paper appeared as a preprint in 		�

� Odd vector bundles� Odd subspaces

Let M be a closed smooth manifold and E � Vect �M� a vector bundle� Consider the
involution

� � T �M � T �M� � �x� �� � �x����
on the cotangent bundle�

De�nition � A subbundle L � ��E� � � S�M � M� is said to be odd with respect to
the involution � if it is a complement of ��L in ��E� that is�

L� ��L � ��E� �
�

Let L � ��E be an odd bundle� The odd projection on L in ��E is the projection

pL � ��E � ��E� ���

�



on L along ��L� The condition that a projection pL is odd can be represented in the form

pL � ��pL � Id� ���

Remark � The minimum possible dimension of an odd subbundle L � ��E is very large
as compared with the dimension of M � More precisely� on a manifold M of dimension n
one has the following relation�

n� 	 � 
k
n� 	 � 
k � 	

�
� dimL is a multiple of 
k��� ���

Indeed� for an odd projection pL the matrix�valued function


pL � Id

is odd one on the sphere Sn��� Now relation ��� follows readily from Theorem 	 in 	
��
which states that an odd function on the sphere ranging in invertible matrices obeys ����

Example � Let M � S�� and let E be the trivial line bundle� E � C� The cotangent
sphere bundle in this case is the disjoint union of two circles�

S�S� � S�
�

G
S�
�� S�

� �
n
�x� �� � T �S� j � � �	

o
�

Consider the subbundle L � ��E� � � S�S� � S�� such that L � C over the subspace S�
�

and L � f�g over S�
�� This bundle is obviously odd�

If E is equipped with a metric� then it is useful to consider the class of bundles L for
which the direct sum �
� is orthogonal� Bundles L of this type are said to be orthogonally
odd �

Remark � If
� � ��E �� ��F

is an isomorphism of vector bundles and � is even in the sense that

��� � ��

then each odd subbundle L � ��E is taken by � into an odd subbundle �L � ��F �

De�nition � A subspace bL � C� �M�E� is said to be admissible if

bL � ImP

for some pseudodi�erential projection P of order zero that acts in the space of sections
of the vector bundle E�

�



The subbundle L � Im� �P � is called the �principal� symbol of the subspace bL �it is
independent of the choice of projection on bL�� A subspace bL is called odd if its symbol L
is odd� The semigroup of odd subspaces �with respect to the direct sum of the ambient
spaces� is denoted by dOdd �M��

Odd subspaces can be constructed by means of odd projections �i�e� pseudodi�erential
projections with principal symbols satisfying ���� or with the help of self�adjoint elliptic
operators� by virtue of the following proposition�

Proposition � Let A be an elliptic self�adjoint operator on M with odd principal symbol�

����A� � ���A�� ���

Then the subspace bL��A� generated by the eigenvectors of A corresponding to nonnegative
eigenvalues is odd�

Remark � The condition mentioned in Proposition 	 is satis�ed� for example� for all
di�erential operators of odd order�

Proof � It is well known �e�g�� see 	��� that the principal symbol of the orthogonal
projection on the nonnegative spectral subspace bL��A� is equal to the projection on the
nonnegative spectral subspace L��A� of the principal symbol ��A� along the correspond�
ing negative subspace� By virtue of condition ���� the subbundle L��A� � ��E is odd�
This proves the proposition�

Example � Consider the Hardy space� i�e�� the subspace

bL � C��S��

of boundary values of holomorphic functions in the unit disk

D � C� 	D � S��

A simple calculation with Fourier series shows that the Hardy space bL coincides with the
nonnegative spectral subspace of an elliptic �essentially� self�adjoint operator A � �i d

d�

on the circle S�� In particular� the symbol of the Hardy space is equal to

L��� �

�
C for � � 	�
� for � � �	�

It is clear that the symbol of the Hardy space is just the odd bundle from Example 	�

General odd subspaces can be reduced to the orthogonally odd subspaces in the sense
of the following proposition�

�



Proposition � For an odd subspace bL� there exists an invertible pseudodi�erential oper�
ator U

U � C� �M�E� � C� �M�E�

with even symbol such that the symbol of the subspace U bL is orthogonally odd�

Proof � Let us consider two metrics in the bundle ��E� a metric g� induced by an
arbitrary metric on E and an arbitrary metric g� even with respect to the involution �
and such that the sum L� ��L is an orthogonal sum� For the linear homotopy

gt � �	 � t� g� � tg��

of these metrics� we take a covering homotopy of unitary transformations

ut � ��
�E� g��� ���E� gt�

and consider an operator U� with principal symbol u�� It can be chosen to be invertible�
since its symbol is homotopic to unity� The inverse U � �U��

�� is the desired operator�
Proposition 
 permits us to extend results valid for orthogonally odd subspaces to the

general case�

Proposition � An odd subspace bL can be speci�ed by an odd projection PbL� In particular�
an odd subspace has an odd complement�

Proof � For the case in which bL is orthogonally odd� we can take PbL to be the orthogonal

projection operator on bL� The general case follows by Proposition 
�

� The structure of odd subspaces� The dimension

functional

In this section we obtain a stable classi�cation of odd subspaces on even�dimensional
manifolds with respect to invertible transformations given by even elliptic operators� i�e��
pseudodi�erential operators with even principal symbols� On the basis of this classi�ca�
tion� we de�ne an analog of the notion of dimension for odd subspaces in the end of the
section�

De�nition � Two subspaces bL� � C� �M�E� and bL� � C� �M�F � are called equivalent
if there exists an even invertible operator

U � C� �M�E�� C� �M�F �

transforming bL� into bL��

�



The abelian semigroup of equivalence classes of odd subspaces is denoted by dOdd
�
��

Let us denote the corresponding Grothendieck group by K
� dOdd

�
�
�
� We also consider

the following equivalence relation in the usual semigroup Vect �M� of vector bundles�

E � F

if there exists an even elliptic symbol

� � ��E � ��F

with trivial �topological� index� The corresponding Grothendieck group is denoted by
K�Vect�M�
 ����

Consider the sequence

�� Z
i� K

� dOdd
�
�
�

j� K �Vect�M�
 ��� �� ���

Here i takes each integer k to the element

i �k� �
hbL� k

i
�
hbLi � ���

where bL � C� �M�E� is an odd subspace and bL�k � C� �M�E� is the sum of bL and an
arbitrary subspace of dimension k in the complement of bL� We note that the di�erence
��� is independent of the choice of bL� The homomorphism j is induced by the mapping
that takes each subspace bL � C� �M�E� to the bundle E�

Finally� note that the sequence ��� is a complex� ji � ��

Theorem � On an even�dimensional manifold M � the sequence ��� is 
�exact� More
precisely� the mapping i is an embedding� while the groups cokerj and ker j� im i are 
�
primary groups� i�e� torsion groups with orders powers of ��

Remark 	 In terms of localization �see 	��� Sect� 	�� Theorem 	 states that the local�
ization of the sequence outside of two is exact� that is� the following sequence is exact

�� Z

�
	




�
i� K

� dOdd
�
�
�
	 Z

�
	




�
j� K �Vect�M�
 ��	 Z

�
	




�
� �� ���

where Z
h
�
�

i
is the group of dyadic rationals and the tensor products are taken over Z�

�This equivalence relation induces also an equivalence on the Grothendieck group K �M � � There is�
in particular� a natural isomorphism of the groups

K �Vect �M �� �� and K �M �� � �

�



The proof of the theorem is divided into several lemmas�

Lemma � The mapping i is an isomorphism onto the subgroup K�

� dOdd
�
�
�
generated

by the di�erences of subspaces with equal symbols� In particular� this subgroup carries a
well�de�ned relative index of subspaces �see Appendix	�

Proof � By construction� we obtain

Im i � K�

� dOdd� ��
�see ����� Let us now verify that i is an embedding� Let i �k� � �� then the subspacesbL�k and bL are equivalent�� i�e�� they are transformed into each other by an even invertible
operator D�

Consider the operator D � bL�k � bL� which is an analog of Toeplitz operators �e�g�� see
	���� i�e�� an operator� acting in the subspaces with equal symbols� Since D is invertible�
we obtain

ind
�
D� bL� k� bL� � �� �	��

At the same time� by applying the index formula for Toeplitz operators� to the operator
D� we obtain

ind
�
D� bL� k� bL� � ind �� �D�jL � 	��L� � k� �		�

Let us show that

ind �� �D�jL � 	��L� �
	



indD �	
�

for an even operator D on an even�dimensional manifold� Indeed� the cohomological
Atiyah�Singer formula� together with the fact that the involution � preserves the orien�
tation of the cotangent space T �M � implies

ind �� �D�jL � 	��L� � ind ��� �� �D�jL � 	��L�� �

On the other hand� since D is even and L is odd� we obtain

�� �� �D�jL � 	��L� � � �D�j��L � 	L�

�Here and in what follows� standard considerations related to the stabilization of elements in
Grothendieck groups are omitted Whenever additional constructions are needed� they are discussed
separatelly

�For an elliptic operator
D � bL� � bL�

acting in subspaces with equal symbols L� � L�� this formula states

ind
�
D� bL�� bL�� � ind �� �D�j

L
� �L�� � ind

�bL�� bL�� �
This is an easy exercise on the logarithmic property of the index

�



Hence�

 
 ind �� �D�jL � 	��L� � ind

�
� �D�jL���L � 	��L�L

�
� indD�

By substituting �	��� �	
� into �		�� and by taking into account the invertibility of the
operator D� we obtain k � �� as desired�

Let us check the opposite inclusionK�

� dOdd
�
�
�
� Im i� Consider two odd subspacesbL��� with equal symbols� The corresponding orthogonal projections P��� are pseudodif�

ferential operators with equal principal symbols� Hence� it follows from the homotopy
classi�cation of projections with equal principal symbols that P� is homotopic to P� mod�
ulo a �nite rank projection �see 	��� cf� 	���� More precisely� the projections become
homotopic after we add a �nite rank projection to one of them� For a homotopy Pt
of projections� consider the invertible operator Ut given by the solution of the Cauchy
problem

�

Ut�
h �

Pt� Pt
i
Ut� U� � id�

An explicit check shows that ImPt � ImUtP�� This implies that the subspace bL� is
equivalent to bL� modulo a �nite�dimensional subspace� Q�E�D�

Lemma � The quotient group cokerj � K �Vect�M�
 ��� Im j is a ��primary group�
i�e�� for an arbitrary vector bundle E � Vect �M� and for a su
ciently large positive
integer N there exists an odd subbundle in the direct sum


N��E� for 
NE � E � � � �� E	 
z �
�N times

�

Proof � Let us verify the validity of this statement for the trivial bundle� We embed the
manifoldM in Euclidean space of dimension N � The cotangent bundle is then embedded
in the trivial bundle�

T �M � � � RN � �	��

where � is the normal bundle to M in RN � Consider the Cli�ord algebra Cl
�
CN

�
of

the Hermitian space CN �e�g�� see 	���� Obviously� CN �and hence RN � acts on the

space Cl
�
CN

�
� dimCl

�
CN

�
� 
N by the Cli�ord multiplication� Moreover� using the

embedding �	��� we obtain the homomorphism

T �M cl� End
�
Cl
�
CN

��
of vector bundles given by the Cli�ord multiplication� For the covariant di�erential � �
d	 	�N in the vector bundle with �ber Cl

�
CN

�
� consider the self�adjoint Dirac operator

�e�g�� see 	���

C� �M�Cl
�
CN

�� �� C� �M�T �M 	Cl
�
CN

��
cl� C� �

M�Cl
�
CN

��
�

The positive subspace of its principal symbol is odd� This proves the lemma for the case
of a trivial bundle� The proof for the general case E � Vect�M� is reduced to the one just
described by means of the tensor product by the bundle E�

�



Lemma � For an arbitrary odd bundle L and su
ciently large N � there exists an iso�
morphism


NL � 
N��L

of vector bundles over the space S�M of cotangent spheres� Moreover� there exists an even
isomorphism with zero �topological	 index transforming the subbundle 
NL � 
N��E into

N��L�

Proof � It follows from the stabilization theorem � �e�g�� see 	��� that to prove the �rst
part of the proposition� it su�ces to check the equality of the elements 
NL and 
N��L
in the group K �S�M��

Consider the natural projection p � S�M �� P �M of the bundle of cotangent spheres
on its projectivization� Over a point x of the manifold M � the corresponding standard
mapping

px � S�n�� �� RP�n��

induces a 
�isomorphism in K�theory

p� � K� �RP�n��� �� K� �S�n��� � ker p� � Z�n��� cokerp
� � Z��

Now by the Mayer�Vietoris principle� the projection p induces a 
�isomorphism

p� � K� �P �M�� K� �S�M�

in K�theory of the total spaces� This readily implies that for some N we have
h

NL

i
�

Imp�� i�e�
h

NL

i
�
h

N��L

i
� This proves the �rst part of the lemma�

To prove the remaining part of the statement consider an arbitrary isomorphism

� � 
NL� 
N��L�

Let us extend it to the entire space 
N��E � 
NL in accordance with the decompositions

e� � 
N��E � 
NL� 
N��L� 
N��L� 
NL � 
N��E

by the formula

e���� � � ��� � � ���� �
Then the even symbol e� � e��� � 
N����E � 
N����E

is the desired one� it has zero �topological� index �it is even homotopic to identity�� and
it transforms 
N��L into 
N����L� The lemma is thereby proved�

�This theorem claims that the equality �E�� � �E�� � K �X� of two elements of the K�group implies
the isomorphism of vector bundles E� and E� provided the dimension of these bundles is large enough
compared with the dimension of X

	�



Lemma 	 The quotient group ker j� imi is a 
�primary group�

Proof � Let
j
�hbL�

i
�
hbL�

i�
� ��

bL� � C� �M�E� � bL� � C� �M�F �� It follows from the de�nition of the Grothendieck
group K �Vect�M�
 �� that there exists an invertible even operator

D � C� �M�E � E��� C� �M�F � E�� �

By considering su�ciently many copies of E�� we can assume without loss of generality
that E� contains an odd subbundle L �see Lemma 
��

The di�erence h
D
�bL� � bL�i� hbL� � bLi � K

� dOdd
 �
�

of odd subspaces coincides with the original element
hbL�

i
�
hbL�

i
� but both subspaces

D
�bL� � bL� and bL� � bL lie in the same space C� �M�F � E���

In this way� the subspaces bL��� can be assumed to lie in the same space C� �M�E��
By Lemma �� for su�ciently large N there exist even invertible operators

D��� � C
� �M� 
NE

�
� C� �M� 
NE

�
whose principal symbols are isomorphisms of subbundles

� �D���� � 

NL��� � 
N��L����

Hence� the subspaces 
N bL��� and �D����
�� 
N bL���� �here bL� denotes an arbitrary odd com�

plement of bL� have equal principal symbols� It follows that in the equality


N��
hbL���

i
� 
N

hbL��� � bL����i� h

N bL���

i
�
h
D��

���

N bL����i � K

� dOdd
 �
�

the last two subspaces have equal symbols� Consequently� by Lemma 	 we obtainh

N bL���

i
�
h
D��

���

N bL����i � Im i�

To complete the proof of the lemma� let us showhbL� � bL�� i � hbL� � bL�� i �
Indeed� let P and Q be odd projections on bL���� respectively� Then the even invertible
operator

D� �
C� �M�E� C� �M�E�

� �� �
C� �M�E� C� �M�E�

�

D� �

�
QP � �	�Q� �	� P � �	 �Q�P � Q �	 � P �
Q �	� P � � �	 �Q�P QP � �	 �Q� �	 � P �


�

�	��

takes bL� to bL�� The proof of the lemma and hence of the theorem is complete�

		



Remark � In the proof of Lemma 
� we constructed an odd subspace bL � C�
�
M� 
NE

�
in the space of sections of the bundle 
NE for an arbitrary vector bundle E � Vect �M��
Let us show that the mapping� taking E to the subspace bL� bL�� is essentially a splitting
of the sequence ���� More precisely� the following proposition holds�

Proposition 	 The mapping

j� � �K �Vect�M�
 ���	 Z

�
	




�
� K

� dOdd
�
�
�
	 Z

�
	




�
induced by the relation

E ��
hbL� bL�i	 	


N��

is a well�de�ned splitting of the sequence ���� i�e�� jj � � Id�

Proof � One can readily show that j� is well�de�ned� sincehbL� bL�i � hbL� � bL�� i
for two di�erent decompositions of the space C�

�
M� 
NE

�
into odd components� as was

already demonstrated in the end of the proof of Lemma � �see �	����
The desired equality jj� � Id follows directly from the de�nition� The proposition is

proved�
The splitting j� of the exact sequence ��� leads to the following result�

Corollary � Homomorphisms of groups

K
� dOdd �M�

�
�
�
� R �	��

extending the relative index ind � K�

� dOdd
�
�
�
� Z of subspaces with equal principal

symbols are in a one�to�one correspondence with homomorphisms

� � K �Vect�M�
 �� �� R�

moreover the homomorphisms �	�� corresponding to integer normalizations � take dyadic
rational values�

Let us consider the homomorphism �	�� de�ned by the zero normalization � � � in
more detail� Expanding the de�nitions of the Grothendieck groups� of the normalization �
and of the splitting j � of the exact sequence ���� we readily obtain the following statement�

Theorem � There is a unique additive functional

d � dOdd �M� �� Z

�
	




�
with the following properties�

	




	� invariance� for an arbitrary invertible operator U with even principal symbol

d
�
U bL� � d

�bL� �

� relative dimension� for two subspaces bL� and bL� with equal principal symbols

ind
�bL�� bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
�

�� complement� for an arbitrary odd subspace bL
d
�bL�� d

�bL�� � ��

Remark � The �rst property of the functional d implies its homotopy invariance�

Indeed� it was shown in the proof of lemma 	 that for a smooth homotopy of odd
projections Pt corresponding to a family of subspaces bLt it is possible to construct a
family of invertible operators Ut such that bLt � Ut

bL�� Thus� by the invariance property
of the functional d� we obtain

d
�bLt

�
� const�

Remark  The problem of �nding an explicit formula for d is not simple� The previous
theorem only shows that this invariant can be expressed in terms of the relative index of
subspaces and the invertible even operator D constructed by the principal symbol from
Lemma ��

D � C� �M� 
NE
�
� C� �M� 
NE

�
� � �D� � 
NL� 
N��L�

by the formula

d
�bL� �

	


N��
ind

�
D
N bL� 
N bL�� �

In section � we obtain a formula for d in terms of the ��invariant of Atiyah�Patodi�Singer�

� The index of operators in subspaces

Let us recall the notion of a pseudodi�erential operator acting in subspaces 	��
A pseudodi�erential operator

D � C� �M�E� �� C� �M�F �

of order m is said to act in subspaces

bL� � C� �M�E� � bL� � C� �M�F �

	�



if
D bL� � bL��

For the restriction
D � bL� �� bL� �	��

of the operator D to the subspaces� there is a criterion for the Fredholm property of the
closure of this operator with respect to Sobolev norms �see 
����

Proposition � An operator
D � bL� �� bL��

where bL� � Hs �M�E� � bL� � Hs�m �M�F � �

is Fredholm if and only if it is elliptic� i�e�� its principal symbol

� �D� � L� �� L�

is an isomorphism of the vector bundles L� and L��

For the case of operators acting in odd subspaces on even�dimensional manifolds�
which were studied in the previous section� let us obtain an index formula it terms of the
functional d�

Theorem � For an operator
D � bL� �� bL��

where bL��� � dOdd �M ev� � bL� � C� �M�E� � bL� � C� �M�F � �

the following index formula is valid�

ind
�
D� bL�� bL�

�
�

	



indfD � d

�bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
� �	��

where fD � C� �M�E� �� C� �M�F �

is an elliptic operator with principal symbol

�
�fD� � ��E � ��F�

L� � ��L�
��D������D��� L� � ��L��

	�



Proof � Modifying� if necessary� the subspaces bL��� by �nite�dimensional subspaces� we

can assume that D is an isomorphism� 	 Let us choose the operator fD in such a way that
it coincides with the original operator D on the subspace bL�� To be de�nite� we can also
assume that indfD � � and the following relations are valid�

cokerfD � �� kerfD � bL�� � �	��

�In the case indfD  �� the index formula can be proved for the inverse of D�� Let us
verify the index formula �	�� in this case�

On the one hand� by virtue of conditions �	��� we have

ind
�
D� bL�� bL�

�
� �� indfD � dimkerfD� �	��

Let us now calculate the di�erence d
�bL�

�
�d

�bL�

�
� To this end� we consider an invertible

even operator U

U �
C� �M�E� C� �M�E�

� �� �
C� �M�F � C� �M�F �

� U �

�� Pker eD fD��

fD �

�A �
where P

ker eD is the projection on the ��nite�dimensional� kernel of fD and the operatorfD�� maps into the orthogonal complement to this kernel�
It is easy to check that the operator U isomorphically maps

bL� � fD bL�� onto
�bL�� � kerfD�� bL�� �
��

It follows from �	�� that fD bL�� � bL�� � By applying the functional d to the subspaces in
�
��� we obtain

d
�bL�

�
� d

�
D bL�

�
� �d

�bL�

�
� dimkerfD � d

�bL�

�
�

Hence

d
�bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
� �	



dimkerfD � �	



indfD�

which� together with relations �	��� proves the desired formula

ind
�
D� bL�� bL�

�
�

	



indfD � d

�bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
�

The proof is complete�

�One can obtain this� for example� by deleting the kernel of the operator D from the subspace bL� and
the cokernel of this operator from bL�

	�



Corollary � The following index formula is valid for an operator acting between a sub�
space and a space�

ind
�
D� bL�C� �M�F �

�
�

	



indfD � d

�bL� � �
	�

where the principal symbol of the operator fD
fD � C� �M�E�� C� �M�F � F �

is given by the formula
�
�fD� � � �D� � ��� �D� �

Proof � By Lemma 
� for su�ciently large N the space C�
�
M� 
NE

�
can be decom�

posed into a direct sum of two odd subspaces� Formula �
	� then readily follows from
�	���

� Dimension and the ��invariant

Recall 
� that a classical pseudodi�erential operator A of a positive integer order m is
said to be admissible if its complete symbol

a �x� �� � am �x� �� � am�� �x� �� � ���

satis�es the parity conditions

a� �x���� � ��	�� a� �x� �� � �� �� �� x� � � m�m� 	�m� 
� � � �

�the admissibility of the operator is independent of the choice of the coordinate system
where the complete symbol is considered��

Theorem 	 For an admissible self�adjoint elliptic operator A of odd order with non�
negative spectral subspace bL on an even�dimensional manifold� the following formula is
valid�

d
�bL� � � �A� �

Proof � The fact that the operator A is admissible implies that its principal symbol is
odd�

��� �A� � �� �A� �
Hence� it follows from Proposition 	 that the nonnegative spectral subspace bL is odd �and
even orthogonally odd�� By Lemma �� there exists an even isomorphism �

� � 
N��E � 
N��E

	�



with zero �topological� index that takes the subbundle 
NL to 
N��L� Consider an
invertible even�order operator U� with principal symbol �� We can also assume that
the operator U� is admissible� An operator with these properties can be constructed in
the following way� By the usual method� we construct an admissible pseudodi�erential
operator with principal symbol �� using local charts on the manifold� Then� modifying
the operator thus obtained by a �nite rank operator� we construct an invertible operator�
Let us construct a unitary operator U by the formula

U � U�

�q
U�
�U�

���
�

It isomorphically translates the subspace 
N bL to a subspace with the principal symbol
equal to 
N��L� Thus� we obtain the following expression for the functional d via the
relative index of subspaces �see Remark ��


N��d
�bL� � ind

�
U
N bL� 
N bL�� � �

�

On the other hand� the ��invariant of an elliptic self�adjoint operator is determined by
the spectrum of the operator� Therefore� the unitary property of the operator U implies

�
�

NA

�
� �

�
U
NAU��� �

The operators �
NA and U
NAU�� have equal principal symbols and are admissible
operators of odd order on an even�dimensional manifold� Hence� the di�erence of their
��invariants is equal to the relative index of the nonnegative spectral subspaces for these
self�adjoint operators�

�
�
�
NA

�
� �

�
U
NAU��� � ind

�bL�

�
�
NA

�
� bL�

�
U
NAU���� �

Thus� we express the ��invariant in terms of the relative index by the formula


N��� �A� � ind
�
U
N bL� 
N bL�� �

Comparing the last formula with the expression �

�� we obtain the desired identity

d
�bL� � � �A� �

Remark � An odd subspace bL � C� �M�E� can be realized as the nonnegative spectral
subspace of an admissible elliptic self�adjoint operator of odd order if and only if it is
orthogonally odd� the orthogonal projection P onto it is a classical pseudodi�erential
operator with symbol

� �P � �x� �� �X
j	�

pj �x� �� �

and the homogeneous lower�order terms of the complete symbol have the following sym�
metry for j  �

pj �x���� � ��	�j��
pj �x� �� � �
��

	�



Indeed� for an invertible self�adjoint elliptic operator A� the positive spectral projection
is equal to

P� �A� �
	 �A jAj��



�

From this equality� using the calculus of complete symbols of pseudodi�erential operators�
we can verify the necessity of the condition �
���

Conversely� for a classical pseudodi�erential orthogonal projection P satisfying �
���
the desired self�adjoint operator can be de�ned by the formula

A �
�
p
��
P � 	�

�
p
��

where � is a positive Laplacian in the bundle E�

� The index of boundary value problems with odd

projections

Boundary value problems for general elliptic operators� that is� operators that in general
violate the Atiyah�Bott condition 
	�� were introduced in 
��� These boundary value
problems have the form�

Du � f � Hs�m �M�F � � u � Hs �M�E� �

Bu � g � bL � H� �	M�G� �
�
��

where the subspace bL is the range of a pseudodi�erential projection and B is some bound�
ary operator�

In the paper 	� we obtained a reduction of a general boundary value problem of the
form �
�� to the so�called spectral boundary value problem 

� for a �rst�order operator
of a special form in a neighborhood of the boundary of manifold M � Thus� in the present
paper we can restrict ourselves to the index problem for spectral boundary value problems
only� Let us describe these problems in more detail�

On a smooth compact manifold M with boundary X � 	M � consider an elliptic
operator

D � C� �M�E� �� C� �M�F �

that is a �rst�order elliptic pseudodi�erential operator outside some neighborhood of the
boundary� while in the collar neighborhood

U	M � �� 	� � 	M

with the normal coordinate t to the boundary� it has the form

DjU�M � � �t�

�
�i 	

	t
� iA �t�

�
� �
��

	�



for a smooth isomorphism � �t� of the vector bundles E and F � where A �t� is a smooth
family of �rst�order pseudodi�erential operators on the boundary with principal symbols
� �A �t�� ���� that have no pure imaginary eigenvalues for j��j �� �� Moreover� it can be
assumed that the principal symbol of the operator A ��� on the unit cotangent spheres to
the boundary S�X has only two eigenvalues �	�

� �A ����� � 	 for j��j � 	� �
��

and has a basis of eigenvectors�

Remark � The operator D in �
�� is in the general case an elliptic operator with con�
tinuous symbol in the sense of 
���

De�nition 	 A spectral boundary value problem for an elliptic operator D on a manifold
M with boundary is a system of equations of the form�

Du � f � Hs�� �M�E� � u � Hs�M�F ��

P uj	M � g � bL � ImP � Hs��
� �	M� Ej	M�
�
��

�see 	��� where an admissible subspace bL on the boundary 	M has the symbol equal to
the nonnegative spectral subspace of the symbol � �A �����

Let us denote boundary value problems of the form �
�� by
�
D� bL� �

Consider a spectral boundary value problem �
�� such that the subspace bL is odd� In
this case� the principal symbol of D can be extended to the double


M
def
� M

�
	M

M

of the manifold M by the formula

� �D�
�

S�M j
�M

����� �D� �

Let us verify the continuity of the symbol obtained at the place of gluing of the manifolds�
i�e� let us show the coincidence of the symbols � �D� and ����� �D� on the bundle S�M j	M
of cotangent spheres to the manifold M over the boundary�

Let us denote the dual variables to the normal and tangent variables on the boundary
	M by � and ��� respectively� The principal symbol of the operator A ��� is denoted by
� ����� Formula �
�� then implies �for the isomorphism ���� �Id for brevity�

� �D� ��� ��� � � � i� ���� �

On the other hand� since � ���� is odd� we have

� �D� ������� � � � i� ���� �

	�



Hence� by �
�� we obtain
��� �D� ������� � � � i� ����

on the unit cospheres S�M j	M � � � � j��j� � 	� In this way� we establish the equality

� �D� ��� ��� � ��� �D� ������� �
This equation is readily seen to be equivalent to the condition of the continuous gluing
for the elliptic symbols � �D� and ����� �D� that come from the two halves of the double

M �

An elliptic operator constructed from the symbol thus obtained is denoted by fD�

�
�fD� � � �D�

�
S�M j

�M

����� �D� � �
��

On an even�dimensional manifoldM � the procedure just described leads to one of the
terms in the index formula for boundary value problems with odd subspaces� We state
this formula in the form of a theorem�

Theorem � For a spectral boundary value problem
�
D� bL� with an odd subspace bL �dOdd �M ev�� the following index formula is valid

ind
�
D� bL� �

	



indfD � d

�bL� � �
��

where fD is an elliptic operator on the double 
M with principal symbol �
�� and the
functional d is de�ned in Section 
�

Proof � By analogy with the case of even boundary value problems 	�� the basic idea
of the proof is to make a reduction to a boundary value problem that is classical in a
certain sense�

We check� �rst of all� that the index formula in question is true for the case in which
the subspace bL is a sum of two complementary subspaces�

bL � bL� � bL�� � bL� � C� �	M�G� � ����

By virtue of the complement property �see Theorem 
�� we obtain d
�bL� � �� Thus� the

check is reduced to �nding out whether

ind
�
D� bL� � bL�� � �

	



indfD� ��	�

To this end� we take a closer look at the spectral boundary value problem
�
D� bL� � bL�� ��

This problem� by virtue of the isomorphism

B� � bL� � bL�� �� C� �	M�G� �
u� v �� u� v�


�



can be viewed as a classical boundary value problem� The cohomological index formula
for classical boundary value problems then implies �cf� the proof of �	
��

indt �� �D� � L� � ��L�� � �indt ��
� � �D� � L� � ��L��� �

Hence�


 
 ind
�
D� bL� � bL�� � � indt �� �D� � L� � ��L��� indt ��

� � �D� � L� � ��L��� �

Finally� the additivity of the topological index gives

indt �� �D� � L� � ��L���indt ��
� � �D� � L� � ��L��� � indt

�
� �D� � ����� �D�

�
� indfD�

Thus� we have proved the index formula for the decomposition ����� Let us now verify
that the index formula is also valid for the case in which the decomposition ���� takes
place for the symbols of subspaces�

L � L� � ��L�� ��
�

Indeed� by the logarithmic property of the index� we obtain

ind
�
D� bL� � ind

�
D� bL� � bL�� �� ind

�bL� � bL�� � bL� � ����

On the one hand�

ind
�bL� � bL�� � bL� � d

�bL� � bL�� �� d
�bL� � �d

�bL� �
and on the other hand� we have already proved that

ind
�
D� bL� � bL�� � �

	



indfD�

Substituting these two results into ����� we obtain the index formula in this case as well�
To complete the proof of the index formula �
��� let us reduce a general boundary

value problem
�
D� bL� to the form already considered� For this purpose� let us apply the

invertible even operator

U � C� �	M� 
NE
�
�� C� �	M� 
NE

�
�

given by Lemma � of Section 
� with principal symbol u that establishes an isomorphism
of bundles

u � 
NL �� ��
NL�

This operator enables us to deform the odd subspace 
N�� bL to a subspace with principal
symbol having a decomposition of the form ��
�


N�� �L � ��L� �


	



by the formula

U� � C�
�
	M� 
N��E

�
�� C�

�
	M� 
N��E

�
� � � �� �

� �

U� � 	�N��E �
�

cos� �U�� sin�
U sin� cos�


�

����

In 
�� it is shown that the homotopy of subspaces occuring in the boundary value problem
can be lifted to a homotopy of spectral boundary value problems by deforming the operator
D in a neighborhood of the boundary� Hence� the spectral boundary value problem�


N��D� 
N�� bL�
is homotopic to a spectral boundary value problem with principal symbol of the form ��	��

� �D�� � 
N�� �L� ��L�
�
�

This completes the proof of the theorem� since the components of the index formula �
��
are homotopy invariant�

	 Example

On a compact smooth manifold M without boundary consider an elliptic pseudodi�eren�
tial operator D

D � C��M�E� �� C��M�F ��

From the operator D we construct an elliptic self�adjoint operator A by the formula

A �

�
� D�

D �


�
C��M�E�

�
C��M�F �

��
C��M�E�

�
C��M�F �

�

Let bL��A� be the subspace generated by the eigenvectors of A corresponding to nonneg�
ative eigenvalues� bL��A� � C��M�E� � C��M�F �� ����

The orthogonal projection on the second term in this formula will be denoted by P��

Proposition � The operator in subspaces

P� � bL��A� �� C��M�F �

is elliptic� and its index can be calculated by the formula

kerP� � kerD � �� cokerP� � �� ind�P�� bL��A�� C
��M�F �� � dimkerD�







Proof � First� let us calculate the subspace bL��A� in terms of the decomposition �����
A simple calculation shows that this subspace is generated by the following eigenvectors
of the operator A� �

u
Dup
�


�

�
u�

�


� u� � kerD�

�
�
v


� v � kerD�� ����

where u is an eigenvector of the nonnegative operator D�D corresponding to a positive
eigenvalue �� The statement we need to prove follows directly from this formula�

Now we calculate the index of the operator P�� using the index formula for operators
in subspaces �see formula �
	��� To this end� we suppose that the operator D is� for
example� an odd�order di�erential operator on an even�dimensional manifold M �

Let us calculate the terms in the index formula

ind
�
P�� bL��A�� C

� �M�F �
�
�

	



ind eP� � � �A� � ����

The elliptic operator eP� eP� � C
� �M�E � F � �� C� �M�F � F � �

by de�nition� has the principal symbol

�� eP����� � ��P����� � ��P������ � L��A�� L��A� �� ���F � F ��

This� in compliance with formula ����� permits us to rewrite this symbol in the form

�� eP�� �
��D�q

��D����D�
� 	 � ���E � F � �� ���F � F ��

From this we obtain
ind eP� � indD�

We �nally calculate the ��invariant of the operator A� This operator has a spectral
symmetry �i�e�� its eigenvalues lie symmetrically on the real line with respect to zero�
and eigenvalues of opposite signs have equal multiplicities�� Thus� the ��function of the
operator is constant�

��A��s� �
	




��dim kerA�
X
�i 

�

j�ij�ssgn�i
�A � dim kerA



�

For the ��invariant we obtain

��A� � ��A���� �
dim kerD � dim kerD�



� � indD



� dim kerD�

Hence� the right�hand side of the index formula is equal to

	



ind eP� � � �A� �

indD



� indD



� dim kerD � dim kerD�

which coincides with the index computation for the operator P� from Proposition ��


�



A Appendix

Consider two subspaces bL��� with equal principal symbols� The relative index of subspacesbL� and bL� is� by de�nition� the index of the following Fredholm operator de�ned by the
projections on these subspaces�

ind
�bL�� bL�

�
� ind �P� � ImP� � ImP�� � for bL��� � ImP����

The relative index is independent of the choice of projections P��� on the corresponding
subspaces� It has the following geometric interpretation�

Consider the Grassmanian Gr�L� of all admissible subspaces with symbolL �we assume
that the symbol L is nontrivial� i�e�� �  dimL  dimE�� The following theorem was
proved in 	���

Theorem � The Grassmanian Gr�L� is a classifying space for K�theory�

On the other hand� it is known by Atiyah�J anich theorem 
�� that the classifying
space for K�theory is the space of Fredholm operators in a given separable Hilbert space
H� That is� for a space X there is an isomorphism of groups

ind � X�Fred�H�� �� K�X�� ����

where the map is given by the index of a family of Fredholm operators�
Both realizations of K�theory �i�e�� by means of Theorem � or by the Atiyah�J anich

theorem� are linked by a simple formula namely� by the relative index of subspaces�
Speci�cally� by �xing a certain subspace bL� with principal symbol L� we assign a Fredholm
operator to any subspace bL � Gr�L� by the formula

P� � bL�� bL�� bL� � ImP��

Thus� we de�ne a mapping to the set of Fredholm operators in Hilbert spaces

Gr�L� �� Fred�

We point out that in this case we obtain a Fredholm operator that� depending on the
point of the Grassmanian bL � Gr�L�� acts in di�erent Hilbert spaces�� In terms of the
Grassmanian Gr�L�� the isomorphism map

X�Gr�L��
��� K�X�

and its inverse are given by the formulas

�
�bL�x�� � ind

�
P� � bL�x���bL�

�
� K�X��

�Meanwhile� by the theorem of Kuiper ��	� on the contractibility of the unitary group of the Hilbert
space� the resulting operators can be reduced to operators in a �xed Hilbert space


�



where bL�x� denotes a family of subspaces with symbol equal to L and with parameter
x � X� The inverse mapping is given by the formula

��� �E�� F �� �
h
�bL� � F �� E

i
� X�Gr�L���

where the family of subspaces denoted by �bL� � F � � E is constructed as follows� sincebL� is �nite�dimensional and �nite�codimensional� we embed the vector bundle F in the
trivial vector bundle over X with �ber bL�� while E is embedded in the bundle with �berbL�� � which is an orthogonal complement to bL��
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